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THE INSTITUTE

The focus is given to prepare young women in a professional way to deal with the
changing life situations. It also plays a vital role in increasing the capability of the family
and community for a better quality of life through the competences developed by this
education. The subjects offered have the wide potential for Personal development,
Academic development as well as Commercial application. The syllabus combines
theory, practical and field work with core, foundation & specialization courses and ICT
courses leads to social and economic empowerment of the young graduates.

PHILOSOPHY

To socialize and fraternize amongst the fellow students as well as the new working place,
the atmosphere, giving them exposure about various social organizations, industries and
apprising them about the college activities.
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Introduction
One of the most challenging phases of a student in her life is the transition from school to College. With the
drastic change from uniform to casuals, a change in the place environment, with diverse backgrounds, and
adolescent psychology, the challenges are tremendous. To make them at ease and more familiar with the
surroundings, making new bonds with the future colleagues and knowing the faculty members, the various
departments, the institute, the policies of the institute, every year our college would conduct an orientation
programme. This year, with the guidelines of UGC the programme was conducted for 3 days with the same
vision.

Students Induction covered a number of different aspects as
described by the UGC (SAGE):

Socializing: Meeting new students, senior students, lectures by
Eminent People;

Associating: Visit to college, visit to Dept./Branch/ Programme of study
and important places in campus, local area, city;

Governing: Rules and regulations of the college, student support, anti ragging,
women cell, etc.

Experiencing: Subject lectures and practicals, study skills, small-group activities,
physical activity, creative and performing arts, literary activities,

universal human values, etc.
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The Induction Programme was organized on 4th to 6th July 2019 in the Auditorium.

The first day was marked by inaugural session. Registration desk was setup for the new

entrants to get their names registered. Parents were also invited for the programme and many

parents turned up for the same very enthusiastically.

Mr. Manish Patel, Vice President of Charutar Vidya Mandal presided over the function. The

Principal, Dr. Bhavana Chauhan welcomed and introduced the guests. Mr. Manish, was

overwhelmed by the presence of parents and guardians in good numbers, he apprised the

parents and the students about the CVM and its legacy and how the management is striving to

bring in the new system, new infrastructure keeping intact the Universal value system.

Certificates for the one year certificate courses in Interiors, Sports Nutrition and Fashion were

also awarded to the students of last year. This would inspire the students to take up the

course.

After the formal function, the Principal informed about the college history, its vision, mission and

objectives. She also introduced the staff members and the various departments and which

courses they deal with. She also informed about the one year certificate courses various

departments offer.



The Vice President of this year’s Central Committee Mrs. Tanvi Makwana then introduces an array of

activities the Saptdharas perform. Each Dhara In charge threw some light for the benefit of the

students. These dhara activities help the students to gain confidence in relationship building, fighting

stage fear, managerial skills, leadership qualities, team building, interpersonal bonding, crisis

management, conflict management, stress management etc.

The students were divided into teams and each team were taken for college visit which included

various departments, their laboratories, canteen, office etc.

The parents’ also accompanied the students and met departmental teachers as well as the Principal

too. This tour helped them to gain confidence in them as well as the students.



Day two marked was marked by the motivational speech by Param Pujya Shashtri

Narayancharandasji who very interestingly motivated the students. The students were

impressed and the messages disseminated by him were absorbed, with a promise to

inculcate in daily routine. He motivated the students to take up leadership, apprised about

the importance of being a girls child, being a home science student, the importance and

value to Home Science education in today’s era. He also touched the facets of human

values which made the speech very interesting. The lecture was organized under Gyan

Dhara by Mrs. Vijaya Agarwal, being the Dhara Incharge.



After Swamiji’s motivational speech it was time for the students to play some introductory

games, and all the students enjoyed with lots of Zealand fervor. These games were

planned with a motive of breaking the barriers, hesitation and fear, shedding inhibitions,

building confidence and increasing acceptance in the peer groups. The games were

conducted by Mrs Vijaya Agarwal and Dr. Yogesh Vadwala.



The last activity of the day was induction of students in Sports activities.

Mr. Ranjeet Bhagora, the physical Instructor of the college conducted the session which

was a huge success. Games play an important role in building a character of a student

helping them in gaining confidence, self defense, staying fit and healthy, students learn to

have sportsman spirit.



The third day was dedicated to NCC orientation, which is a major part of our college.

Ms. Padmaja Puppala, the NCC In charge arranged the session. Major ranked officer

from 4 Guj Girls Bn visited the college and she motivated the students to join NCC. The

students were updated by the course of NCC, its importance in job and our day today life,

how it contributes in building our character and thus the society.

After the session the students were taken for a library orientation conducted by the

Librarian, the library Incharge and the Vice President.



The coordinators Dr. Yogesh Vadwala and Mrs. Vijaya Agarwal thanked the students for

their involvement and uninhibited participation. The students gave their feedbacks which

were quite encouraging for the college, fulfilling the objectives of the Student Induction

Programme.



Thanks !


